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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to analyze creative thinking mathematical, self regulation learning (SRL) and the relationship between creative thinking mathematical and self regulation learning. This study is a qualitative research. The population is students of class XI SMA N 3 Klaten academic year 2016/2017. Technique selection of subjects is purposive sampling, whereas the subject is based on beginning ability, consisting of beginning ability of high, medium and low. Indicators creative thinking mathematical are fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration. Based on the results of learners with beginning ability of high cannot be reached indicators of originality with good. Based on the analysis SRL, learners with beginning ability of high tends SRL better than learner with beginning ability of low and middle. Learners with beginning ability of high were more ready to do the test questions for doing advance preparation earnestly in learning. Results SRL is in line with the creative thinking mathematical, it is said that the SRL affect the ability of creative thinking mathematical.
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1. Introduction

Mathematics as one of the fields study are taught in school that is expected to develop logical thinking skills, analytical, systematic, critical, and creative. Developing creative thinking mathematical very important as emphasized by Piaget (Anwar & Rasool, 2012) which states that the most important goal in education is not on how to create the same generation as the present, but how to create a generation that has the ability to create something new and be creative. According to Fatah, et al (2016) in the context of Indonesia, creativity is also the focus of applied learning in all subjects, including mathematics.

Mathematical creativity by Akgul & Kahveci (2016) emerged as a cognitive and affective factors are important. Even the United States also undertake efforts to develop the ability to think creatively mathematically. It is evident from the National Council of Teachers of Mathematic (NCTM) in collaboration with the National Science Foundation in producing curricular to develop mathematical creativity (Mann, 2005).

Munandar (2009) suggests that the characteristics of creative individual that is: imaginative, have an interest in a broad, independent in thought, full of confidence, confidence, risk-taking, opinionated and belief. Independence as one of the attitude in the development of mathematical creative thinking abilities. Learners are said to be independent if it is able to effectively manage their own learning in a variety of ways. Self-reliance can also be seen from the initiative, are responsible for their own behavior, have discipline and curiosity high, has a strong desire to learn and make changes to better yourself, able to organize time in arranging a proper learning and carry out the plan to meet the targets that have been planned. Therefore, students need self-regulation or self-regulated learning (SRL) to be able to learn discipline in regulating and controlling oneself and emphasizes self-initiative.

Based on the research background, the purpose of this study was to analyze the ability of creative thinking and self regulation mathematical learning. It is also to analyze the relationship between the ability to think creatively mathematical learning and self regulation.

2. Theoretical

Creativity in mathematics learning is always associated with problem solving (Nadjafikhah and Yaftian, 2013). Indicators creative thinking mathematically according
Pekkonen (1997), Krutetskii (1976), Haylock (1997) and Silver (1997) is fluency, flexibility and originality. Guilford (Park, 2004), (Nadjafikhah and Yaftian, 2012) mentions creativity diverging production or what is also called divergent thinking. Divergent thinking has four components, namely: fluency, flexibility, originality and elaboration. This is in line with Williams was quoted as saying by Al-Khalili (2005) and Munandar (2002) in Lince (2016) indicator of the ability to think creatively is as follows. Smoothness is the ability to generate ideas, solve problems and provide answers to the problems. Flexibility is the ability to generate ideas, provide answers varied, using a variety of strategies completion. Originality is the ability to build an unusual idea, a smart idea that different from the way in general. Elaboration of being able to explain in detail, enrich and develop ideas, add or details the situation so that it becomes more attractive.

Zimmerman (1989) stated that the SRL on individuals described through the level or degree of covering the activity participate either in metacognition, motivational, and behavioral effects in the learning process. SRL Component according Ormord (2004) consists of eight parts as follows. Goal Setting is the identification of desired outcomes in learning activities. Planning to plan how best to use the time available to study. Self-motivation maintain intrinsic motivation to complete the task of learning. Attention control to maximize attention on the learning task. Application of learning strategies using the proper way of processing the material to be studied. Self-monitoring evaluated periodically to see what progress goals. Self-evaluation assessing the outcome of individual effort. Self-reflection determines the extent to which the strategy has been successful and efficient learning.

3. Research Methods

This study is a qualitative research. The study population was the students of class XI SMA N 3 Klaten academic year 2016/2017. Mechanical selection of subjects in the qualitative research is purposive sampling, whereas the subject is based on prior knowledge of learners, consisting of early learners capable of high, medium and low. The ability of early learners based on the value of daily tests. Each level of the three samples taken to be analyzed creative thinking mathematical and self regulation learning.

Data analysis was performed at a stage before the field up during the analysis phase in the field. Analysis done before the field validation of research instruments. Analysis for the field is
preparing qualitatively obtained from the results of tests of creative thinking mathematically (TBKM), SRL questionnaire and interview. Qualitative data analysis to describe the mathematical ability to think creatively and SRL is done by reducing the data, presenting data, draw conclusions from the data collected, and verify conclusions.

4. Results and Discussion

The results of the study of mathematical creative thinking ability are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student with high prior knowledge</th>
<th>The fluency: learners are able to solve problems and provide answers to the problem correctly. Learners can also provide other solutions to solve the problem.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexibility: learners able to generate ideas to solve the problems with the completion strategy vary. Learners can also find some alternative settlement solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Originality: the learner is able to resolve the problem by using a new strategy but the solution is still not quite right. Elaboration yet to be seen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student with middle prior knowledge</th>
<th>The fluency: students solve problems and provide answers to the problem correctly. Learners can also solve the problem with the other strategies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexibility: learners capable of using various strategies of completion but not yet able to provide the settlement of a variety of problems. Originality and elaboration yet to be seen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student with low prior knowledge</th>
<th>The fluency: learners are able to solve problems and provide answers to the problem, but students cannot provide another solution to solve the problem. Flexibility, originality and elaboration yet to be seen.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Student with medium ability was already able to show fluency in resolving problems with either. Flexibility not look good because learners are able to use various strategies completion but not yet able to provide solutions to the completion of a variety of problems. Originality and elaboration learners with prior knowledge were not yet in sight. The fluency learners with lower initial ability cannot be seen either as learners are able to solve problems and provide answers to the problem, but students cannot provide another solution to solve the problem. Flexibility, originality and elaboration learners with lower initial ability cannot be seen.
Based on the analysis of mathematical creative thinking ability, students with high prior knowledge tend to have the ability to think creatively mathematically better than on the students with low and middle prior knowledge. Fluency and flexibility of learners with high prior knowledge is already looking good. This can be seen by the learners are able to solve problems and provide answers to the problems correctly through the completion strategy and find some solutions completion. Originality learners with high early ability not look good because learners are able to resolve the problem by using a new strategy but the solution is still not quite right. Students use the strategy of solving problems recalling a familiar formula in the previous school levels. But the final execution of the settlement is still not quite right. This is caused by differences in the application of the formula problems in implementing the previous level.

Based on interviews and observations students difficulties in resolving the problems caused by the problems assessed by learners is quite complex, connecting some basic competence (KD), is very much different from the exercises that are given daily. This situation shows that creative thinking is a divine blessing, which is a gift for the man, but the emergence and development requires the development of thinking and the provision of infrastructure that led to the development of creative power line with the objectives of education centers (Nejad and Delgoshaei, 2014).

One strategy to develop creative thinking abilities mathematically is the development of strategies, methods and learning models. Sriwongchhai, et al (2015) and Benlliure (2013) also stated that the need for the development of mathematical learning model to enhance creative thinking. Wessels (2014) also stated that the election model in solving important problems to develop creativity. Nejad and Delgoshaei (2014) states that the way to achieve creativity through parallel thinking method that can bring various ideas and implement the best ideas in harmony with creativity.

Based on the analysis of these studies shows that the overall ability to think creatively mathematical students is still relatively low. Based on research results students with high early capability have not yet been reached with the good indicators of originality. According Siswono (2011), the participants said to be creative when reaching the three indicators of creative thinking that fluency, flexibility and originality. Based on the research results of research SRL is as follows.
Table 2 Analysis of Results Self Regulation Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student with high prior knowledge</th>
<th>Goal Setting: students able to identify desired outcomes in learning activities. Planning: students plan the best ways to use the time available to study. Self-motivation: students are able to maintain intrinsic motivation to complete the task of learning. Attention control: students are able to maximize the attention on the task of learning. Application of learning strategies: students use a fairly precise way of processing the material to be studied. Self-monitoring: students rarely evaluated regularly to see the progress in achieving the learning objectives. Self-evaluation: students can reasonably assess the outcome of individual effort. Self-reflection: learning strategies used students are still poorly managed and efficient.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student with middle prior knowledge</td>
<td>Goal Setting: students have not been able to identify the desired end result in learning activities. Planning: students have not been able to plan how best to use the time available to study. Self-motivation: students are able to maintain intrinsic motivation to complete the task of learning. Attention control: students are able to maximize the attention on the task of learning. Application of learning strategies: students use a less precise manner in the processing of the material to be studied. Self-monitoring: students never evaluated periodically to see what progress goals. Self-evaluation: students are less able to judge the outcome of individual effort. Self-reflection: learning strategies used students unsuccessful and inefficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student with low prior knowledge</td>
<td>Goal Setting: students are not able to identify the desired end result in learning activities. Planning: students are less able to plan the best ways to use the time available to study. Self-motivation: learners are not able to maintain the intrinsic motivation to complete the task of learning. Attention control: students are less able to maximize attention on the learning task. Application of learning strategies: students do not use the proper manner in the processing of the material to be studied. Self-monitoring: learners do not evaluate on a regular basis to see what progress goals. Self-evaluation: students are less able to judge the outcome of individual effort. Self-reflection: learning strategies used students unsuccessful and inefficient.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the analysis SRL, students with high prior knowledge tends SRL better than on the students with the ability of low- and middle. Neither student who have prior knowledge SRL’re likely to have better than students who have lower initial ability. Learners with high early capability was more ready to do the test questions for doing advance preparation earnestly in learning. Yidizli & Saban (2016) states that learners who have SRL tend not afraid to face the problems of mathematics.

SRL The results are in line with the ability of creative thinking mathematically. Where learners with high prior knowledge have the ability to think creatively mathematical and SRL are
better than students with moderate and low early capability. Therefore, it can be said that the SRL affect the ability of creative thinking mathematically. According to Sharifi, et al (2014) that self-regulation can be seen as academic skills so that learning can be achieved to improve academic achievement.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

Mathematical creative thinking ability students is still relatively low. Based on research results students with high early capability has not yet been reached with the good indicators of originality. Difficulties students in solving the problems caused by the problems assessed by learners is quite complex, connecting some basic competence (KD), is very much different from the exercises that are given daily.

Based on the analysis SRL, learners with high prior knowledge tends SRL better than on the learner with the ability of low- and middle early. Neither students who have prior knowledge SRL're likely to have better than students who have lower prior knowledge. Students with high prior knowledge was more ready to do the test questions for doing advance preparation earnestly in learning.

SRL The results are in line with the ability of creative thinking mathematically. Where students with high prior knowledge have the ability to think creatively mathematical and SRL are better than students with middle and low prior knowledge. Therefore, it can be said that the SRL affect the ability of creative thinking mathematically. Suggestions that can be recommended in this research is to develop the ability to think creatively mathematical is developing learning strategies that encourage self-reliance education of students.
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